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Abstract 

 

Photonic Crystals are semiconductor material structures that show promise 

for a variety of photonic-based applications. The properties of photonic 

crystals are very design-dependent. In this paper, we investigate the design 

of photonic crystal cavities by using Genetic Algorithms and Numerical 

Optimization Techniques. We see that the Genetic Algorithm proves to be 

powerful and effective design tool for such cavity structures.  
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1 Introduction  
 

1.1  Motivation 
 

Presently, almost all of modern technology is based on electronic devices. At the heart of 

all electronic devices lies the simple building block – the transistor. In essence, the 

transistor allows us to control and manipulate the flow of electrons. However, it appears 

that electronics as a technology is maturing. In the recent years, much research has been 

and is currently being done to explore the possibility of using light as an alternative to 

electrons as a medium for information transfer  

 

However, currently, one of primary challenges to light-based (photonic) technology is 

that light is difficult to manipulate and control. As yet, we have yet to discover a simple 

and yet robust device to manipulate the flow of light well, i.e the photonic analogue of 

the electronic transistor [Joa1], and much work is being done to explore possible ways 

that this can be realized.  

 

1.2  Photonic Crystals 
 

Photonic Crystals (PCs) are a class of nano-scale semiconductor structures, which show 

great promise in this arena. For example, PCs have been recently used in very interesting 

applications, such as modifying the spontaneous emission rate of emitters [Eng1, Bor1], 

slowing the group velocity of light [Vla1, Alt1], and designing highly-efficient nanoscale 

lasers [Alt2]. Essentially, photonic crystals are structures that exhibit periodic variations 

in refractive index. The most common type of PC is the 2-Dimensional PC, which is a 

planar structure that has a periodically varying dielectric constant in-plane. Such 

periodicity is often created by etching air holes into a planar semiconductor slab, usually 

by standard lithographic techniques such as electron-beam lithography.  

 

    
 

Figure 1:  Left – Image of a photonic crystal with a triangular (hexagonal) lattice 

[Yos1]. Right – Image of a photonic crystal with a square lattice [Vuc2]. 
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1.3 Photonic Crystal Theory 
 

Compared with electrons, light (or photons) are much harder to manipulate. While 

electrons can be attracted or repelled by electrostatic charges, and electrical currents can 

be made to flow by simply applying a potential difference, photons carry no charge and 

therefore these standard electronic techniques cannot be used to control light flow. 

Instead, in Photonic Crystals, the principle applied to control the flow of light is that of 

Reflection. 

 

Photonic crystals are characterized by periodic refractive index variation in 1, 2 or 3 

spatial dimensions. As a consequence of Maxwell’s Equations, the periodicity of 

refractive index in the respective dimensions causes a photonic band-gap to form, in 

which certain frequencies of light cannot propagate. Since light cannot propagate in those 

dimensions, the periodic variation of refractive index acts as a low-loss reflector at those 

frequencies of light. This phenomenon is referred to as Distributed Bragg Reflection 

(DBR).  

 

   
 

Figure 2: Photonic bandgap for the TE mode of a hexagonal lattice [Pai1].  

 

For 1D and 2D Photonic Crystals, there is a remaining spatial dimension for light 

confinement to occur. If the Photonic Crystal is infinite in this remaining direction, then 

there is no confinement, and light exists as a plane wave in that dimension. However, 

most structures are finite, and confinement of light in the remaining direction occurs as a 

result of Total Internal Reflection (TIR).  

 

By varying parameters of the photonic crystal, such as the geometry, relative sizes of 

holes/dielectric slabs, one can alter the reflective properties of the photonic crystal, and 

consequently engineer the electromagnetic modes supported by the photonic crystal for 
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various practical applications. An extremely common way of performing this alteration is 

by introducing defects into the underlying photonic crystal structure. For example, in a 2-

dimensional photonic crystal structure, a row of holes can be removed to form what is 

known as a line defect which can be used as a waveguide. Another widely used 

modification is that of a point defect, where a few holes are removed from the center of a 

photonic crystal structure, allowing this structure to function as a resonator. 

 

  
 

Figure 3: Left – Point defect in hexagonal photonic crystal lattice [Vuc1].  

Right – Line defect with bend in square photonic crystal lattice [Her1]. 

 

 

1.4  Photonic Crystal Device Design 
 

At present, the design and optimization of Photonic Crystal devices is still an area of 

active research. There has already been some work in this area, such as in Refs [Vuc3, 

Pre1, Man1, Jia1]. A general design procedure for 2D Photonic Crystal Resonators was 

only recently formalized [Eng1]. In my project, I built upon these design techniques by 

investigating the use of 1) Genetic Algorithms, and 2) Numerical Optimization 

Techniques in the design of Photonic Crystal Resonator structures.  
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2 Methodology 
 

2.1  Q-factor: Optimization Objective 
 

In the design and optimization of Photonic Crystal Resonators, one of the most common 

metrics of the utility of a resonator is its Q-factor, or Quality Factor. The Q-factor is 

defined as the ratio of the stored energy to the energy dissipated per cavity round trip. 

Mathematically, it is given by the following formula: 

 

P

W
Q πν2=  

 

where v is the resonant frequency of the cavity, W is the energy stored in the cavity, and 

P is the power dissipated. The Q-factor can be also approximated as: 

 

Q =
ω
∆ω

 

 

where ∆ω is the full-width-half-max (FWHM) of the resonant cavity. Qualitatively 

speaking, the Q-factor of a cavity is a measure of the rate of energy dissipation of the 

cavity. The higher the Q-factor, the slower the rate of energy dissipation, i.e. the longer a 

photon will remain circulating in the cavity. 

 

For most applications, a high Q-factor is desired, for example, when an emitter is 

embedded in the cavity, if the cavity has a high enough Q, the cavity-emitter system may 

be able to reach what is known as the strong coupling regime, where interesting effects 

such as Rabi Oscillation and normal mode splitting can be investigated.  

 

In a 2-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Cavity, the Q-factor can be approximated by the 

following expression: 

 
1

Qtotal

=
1

Q||

+
1

Q⊥

  

 

Where Q|| represents the in-plane Q-factor, and Q⊥ represents the out-of-plane Q-factor. 

Notice that the expression for the total Q is analogous to the resistance of two resistors in 

parallel, and thus, the maximum value of Qtotal is limited by the smaller of Q|| and Q⊥.  

 

Q||, the in-plane Q-factor, is determined by the in-plane confinement of light. 2D Photonic 

Crystals exhibit in-plane discrete translational symmetry, and confine light by DBR, as 

mentioned in the introduction. To increase the in-plane confinement of light (and 

therefore Q||), we simply need to add more layers of holes around the central defect 

region.  
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Consequently, the limiting factor on Qtotal in practice is usually Q⊥, since Q|| can 

essentially be increased arbitrarily. To increase Q⊥, we need to improve the out-of-plane 

confinement of light, which is the optimization objective for my project. In the following 

section, I will describe in more detail how I attempted to increase Q⊥. 

 

2.2 Increasing Q⊥⊥⊥⊥: Matching to Target Function 
 

Optimal confinement of light in the vertical dimension for a 2D Photonic Crystal Cavity 

(by TIR) occurs when the resonant mode of the Photonic Crystal has minimal number of 

k-vector components inside the light cone. Therefore, a natural paradigm to increase Q⊥ 

is to attempt to design Photonic Crystal structures that have resonant modes that radiate 

minimally within the light cone. In this project, I started with target field profiles {see 

figure for examples} with the desired property of minimal radiation within the light cone, 

and designed structures with resonant modes that closely matched these target fields.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Left – Field profiles of target fields (in Real Space), for a Gaussian and Sinc 

envelope respectively. Right – Spectrum of target fields (in Fourier Space), for the same 

target fields. Notice that both spectra have small field components at low frequency, 

which correspond to small field components in the light cone.  

 

2.3  Implementation of Optimization 
  

Since a 2-Dimensional Photonic Crystal Cavity is more complex and more 

computationally demanding to work with, I instead focused my work on 1 Dimensional 

DBR stacks. To generalize to 2 Dimensional Photonic Crystals, I used an effective index 

approximation.  

 

To work with 1D DBR stacks, I used a standard transfer matrix routine, which enabled 

me to calculate the reflection (transmission) spectrum of the DBR stack exactly. The 

transfer matrix routine involves repeated application of EM boundary conditions, derived 

from Maxwell’s equations at each of the boundaries between the stacks. By solving for 
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the forward and backward propagating waves, we obtain the reflection/transmission 

spectrum of the structure.  

 

From the spectrum, I used a heuristic to algorithmically find the resonances of the 

structure. By another application of the transfer matrix method, I generated the EM field 

profile at each of these resonances, which were then compared against the target 

functions (as in Section 2.2). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Left - Reflection Spectrum of a sample structure.  

Top Right – Field generated at first resonance, k = 0.044.  

Top Left – Field generated at second resonance, k = 0.053.  
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3  Genetic Algorithm 
 

3.1  Introduction 
 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA), or Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), was first conceived by 

John Holland [Hol1] in 1970. In his book, Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems, 

he laid the theoretical groundwork for the GA, which is now known as the Schema 

Theorem. The Schema Theorem is the fundamental theorem of the GA, proving how a 

properly constructed Genetic Algorithm will tend to converge to optimal solutions.  

 

The Genetic Algorithm is inspired by natural Darwinian evolution, where survival of the 

fittest and mutations eventually lead to generations of offspring that have improved 

characteristics compared to their ancestors. Therefore, it is not surprising that the 

components of a GA bear much resemblance to that of natural evolution. There are 5 

components [Dav1] that are characteristic of GAs, which are: 

 

1) Initialization 

2) Selection 

3) Mating 

4) Mutation 

5) Propagation 

 

Any algorithm that possesses these 5 characteristics can be called a GA.  It can clearly be 

seen that the power of GAs lies in their extreme generality: there are no restrictions on 

the type of problems that GAs can be applied to. In the following section, I will provide 

further details of the specific GA that I used in this project.  

 

3.2  Definition of Terms 
 

Gene: In my GA, I used an N-dimensional vector of real numbers as a gene, where the i
th
 

number in the vector represented the length of the i
th
 stack of the DBR, including the 

spacer region. As I was working with a symmetric cavity, the gene only needed to encode 

the lengths of the DBR stacks in one-half of the entire structure. 

 

Fitness: I am trying to minimize the mean-squared-error between a resonant mode of the 

cavity and a target field, which has “nice” properties. Mathematically, the error is given 

by the equation: 

 

∫ −
−

=
1

0

2

01

)() ;(
1 x

x
desgen dxxHxH

xx
MSE p

r
 

 

Notice that   
r 
p  represents the “gene”, a vector of parameters. Since we are computing this 

numerically, we instead discretize the continuous field distributions, Hgen and Hdes, and 

convert the integral into a summation, which gives: 
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or more compactly, writing this as an L2  norm,   

 

  

MSE =
1

N pts

Hgen (
r 
p ) −Hdes 2

 2

 

 

Our current objective is to minimize the MSE. Traditionally, in GAs, the objective is to 

maximize fitness, and this is easily achieved by defining: 

 

fitness,   f0 =
1

MSE
 

 

3.3  Implementation of the GA 
 

In this section, I will describe how I implemented the 5 components of the GA for my 

project. In general, GAs have various algorithm parameters, and Table 1 gives a listing of 

the various parameters that I have used in my GA, and their corresponding symbol.  

 

Symbol Meaning 

N Number of dimensions in gene vector.  

Nnpg Number of genes per generation 

Nsurvivors Number of genes chosen for mating (sexual reproduction) 

Nmut Number of genes chosen for mutation 

α (alpha) Expansion parameter (see section on mating) 

 

Table 1: List of symbols of parameters used in the Genetic Algorithm,  

with their corresponding meanings. 

 

Initialization. We first need to create a starting pool of genes to begin the algorithm, 

which is also known as “seeding” the solution, as in other iterative search algorithms. In 

my simulations, I primarily used a uniformly random scattering of initial genes, within 

the feasible region of the parameter space.  

 

Selection. Each gene in the population encodes a 1D DBR structure, and I used the 

standard transfer matrix routine to solve for the resonant modes in those structures. I then 

computed the MSE with the target field profile, and chose the minimum MSE of all the 

resonant modes. The fitness of each gene was then calculated as shown above. Then, all 

the genes within the population were ranked according to their fitness, and the top 

Nsurvivors were chosen for mating. The Nsurvivors were then selected with a probability that 

was proportional to their (normalized) fitness. In all, Nsurvivors x 2 selections were made to 

choose 2 parents for the next Nsurvivors offspring. Furthermore, Nmut genes were chosen for 

mutation  
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Mating. Given 2 parents, the mating was performed using a linear combination: 

 

  

r 
p child = λ

r 
p 1 + (1− λ)

r 
p 2           (3) 

 

where p1 and p2 denote the parent genes (parameter vectors), and )1,(~ ααλ +−U . If α = 

0, all the pchild parameter vectors would lie within the convex hull of the parent vectors. 

When α > 0, the child vectors then lie within an “expanded hull,” and this is to make the 

algorithm more robust to cases when the optimal values are at the edges of the parameter 

space.  

 

Mutation. Mutations are performed on the Nmut fittest genes. The mechanism for 

mutation is as follows: First, a “splitting” location is randomly chosen, using a discrete 

uniform random variable. This divides the gene into two halves. The two halves are then 

exchanged to form the mutated gene. See Figure 6 for an illustration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Illustration of Mutation mechanism.  

Top: Original gene, Bottom: Mutated Gene 

 

 

Propagation. Upon mating and mutating the elements of a generation, we end up with a 

total of Nnpg offspring genes, thus preserving the same number of genes as in the parent 

generation. The Nnpg genes are then evaluated for their fitness, and the process is repeated 

until termination.  

 

  

M N-M 

 

M N-M 

Randomly chosen 

split location 
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3.4  Results 
 

3.4.1  Proof-of-Concept I – Simple 2D simulation 

 

At the beginning, we needed to ascertain if the Genetic Algorithm would actually find 

optimal solutions. To do this, we first performed a proof-of-concept experiment on 

simple case, to check if the GA did indeed find true optimal solutions. We did the test 

using a simple 2-Dimensional simulation, where we used the widths of the 2 DBR layers 

adjacent to the spacer region as the optimization parameters.  

 

To begin, we first performed a “brute-force” linear search of the parameter space, to 

understand the underlying fitness-landscape of the optimization problem. Figure 7 shows 

the results of the optimization  

 
Figure 7: Filled Contour map showing fitness as a function of parameters x1 and x2 

 

From the contour plot, the optimal point is at (x1, x2) = (5.81, 1.01). Now, using this we 

now have a basis to evaluate the performance of the Genetic Algorithm. Figure 8 shows 

the results of 2 different runs of the Genetic Algorithm: 
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Figure 8:  Results of 2 runs of the Genetic Algorithm. The red point at (5.81, 1.01) is the 

optimal point predicted by the linear search. The blue points are “older”, less-evolved 

generations, while the yellow points are “younger”, more-evolved generations. In the 

first run (upper figure), a random set of initial points was used. In the second run (lower 

figure), a uniformly-spaced set of initial points was used.  
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From the two results of the two runs above, we can see that although the GA began with 

points that were scattered (randomly and uniformly respectively) over the parameter 

space, as the evolution progresses, the genes from the younger generations begin to 

cluster around the optimal point. This is a clear demonstration that the GA could 

effectively find the optimal point in parameter space, giving us a good motivation for 

continuing to use the GA for higher-dimensional, more complex problems.  

 

 

3.4.2 Proof-of-Concept II – Global Optimization 

 

From the previous section, we have seen that the GA was indeed able to reliably find the 

optimal point in the simple example above. However, the example above was indeed a 

simple one, with only a single maximum. In this section, we will show results that 

demonstrate that the GA is robust enough to handle optimization problems which have 

multiple local optima, and that it is able to find the global optimum.  

 

First, from Figure 7, we notice that the fitness landscape looks very much like a skewed 

Gaussian function. As such, Gaussian functions are natural candidates for creating 

artificial test-cases for the GA to optimize. Specifically, I used the function that is shown 

in Figure 9 as a test.  

 

 
Figure 9: Surface Plot of test function for GA.  

Test function comprises a sum of 9 Gaussian functions. 
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Just from the surface plot itself, it is even difficult to visually observer which peak is the 

highest. The target function in fact comprised of a primary Gaussian peak, centered at 

(0,0), with a unity height and standard deviation, summed with 8 secondary Gaussian 

peaks, with a height of 0.9, and standard deviation of 1.2, centered at (±5, ±5), (0, ±5), 

and (±5, 0). Mathematically, we can express the target function in the following form: 

 

Let set S be the set of points surrounding the origin, defined as: 

 

( )
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the objective function is then: 
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with A = 0.9, σ = 1.2. 

 

This means that although the primary Gaussian has a “higher” peak, it has a smaller 

“base” than the 8 secondary Gaussians, and an intuitive interpretation of the GA predicts 

that this actually attracts the population of genes towards the secondary peaks. Such 

conditions were chosen to make it as difficult as possible for the GA to find the actual 

global maximum, to give a stringent test to the robustness of the GA. Figure 10 shows the 

results of the test: 

 

From Figure 10, it can be seen that the GA indeed performs as expected. The initial 

population of genes was randomly scattered across the parameter space. By Generation 

49, we note that virtually all the genes (less the mutated ones) are centered on the central 

(primary) peak, which is the global maximum in our formulation. The evolution 

trajectory of this set of genes is also interesting. We see that in Generation 9, the genes 

appear to coalesce around the secondary peak at (-5, 0), and in Generation 17, it looks 

like the majority of genes are centered on that peak. However, due to mutation, these 

genes are not all trapped in the local maximum. We notice that by Generation 25, some 

genes have “wandered” away, and have “found” the central primary peak. In Generation 

33, we observe a further migration of genes away from the secondary peak at (-5, 0), and 

by Generation 41, almost all the genes have found the global optimum at (0, 0), and by 

Generation 49, the convergence is complete.  
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Figure 10:  Scatter plots of genes at 

selected generations of evolution using a 

“sum-of-Gaussians” objective. The 

primary peak is in the center, with a height 

of unity, and the secondary peaks 

surround the primary peak, having heights 

of 0.9. 
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3.4.3 Higher-Dimensional Simulations and Investigating Changes in Parameters 

 

The previous section has shown that the GA does indeed find the global optimum for 

functions that have multiple local optima. Our next step is to assess how well the Genetic 

Algorithm works for higher-dimensional simulations, where N, the length of the gene 

vector, is large. Furthermore, in the earlier simulations, I noted that convergence of the 

GA could also be affected by various other parameters, such as Nnpg, the number of genes 

in each generation. Therefore, we felt that it was important to at least empirically 

determine what the best parameters would be for a particular optimization problem. 

 

As an aside, let us consider this problem intuitively: for a problem of larger 

dimensionality (N), the size of the search space increases exponentially. However, the 

possibility for a better fit to a given target function also rises, since there are more 

degrees of freedom. Intuitively, we expect that a larger N should require more genes in 

each generation (Nnpg) to sufficiently “cover” the search space. Furthermore, we expect 

that for insufficiently large Nnpg, we would either 1) take a very long time to evolve to 

optimality, or 2) arrive prematurely at a sub-optimal solution.  

 

To investigate the effect of the various GA parameters, I ran a massive simulation, for 4, 

6, and 8 dimensions, varying the number genes in each generation, and recording the 

fitness of the genes as they evolved, fitting to a target field that had a Gaussian envelope. 

Figure 11 shows one such sample, for a 4 Dimensional simulation using 100 genes per 

generation. From the results, we noted that having 80 to 100 genes per generation 

allowed for the best convergence for 4, 6 and 8 dimensions.  

 

 
Figure 11: Graph of fitness versus generation number for 5 different runs.  
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The most optimal structures for the multi-dimensioned simulations are as shown below: 

 

 
Figure 12: Optimal structures predicted by the GA, with optimal field profiles (red) and 

target field profiles (blue). A Sine function with a Gaussian envelope was used as the 

target field. 
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3.4.4 Fitting with Sinc Envelope 

 

From the previous section, we have seen that the GA successfully predicts structures that 

support a target field with a Gaussian envelope. Next, I proceeded to try to apply the GA 

to fit against another target field, which instead had a sinc-envelope. The sinc envelope 

target function is a good function to fit against because its Fourier transform would be 

two (isolated) rectangular spectral islands (See Figure 4), and would theoretically have no 

Fourier components within the light cone. As expected, this (potential) benefit of the sinc 

envelope target function does come at a price: the sinc envelope decays at a rate 

proportional to
r

1 , which is smaller than that of a Gaussian envelope, which decays at a 

rate proportional to 
2re− . As such, the sinc envelope target function is less well-confined 

in the lateral dimension than the previous target function using the Gaussian envelope.  

 

Applying the GA, the results for the optimization are shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Results of GA fit of sinc envelope target function. 

Left – Real-space simulated field (red) and target field (blue).  

Top Right – Spectrum of simulated field (red) and target field (blue).  

Bottom Right – Spectrum, zoomed in 

 

It is clear from both real-space and Fourier space plots that the fit between the sinc-

envelope target function and the simulated field from the optimal structure is a poor fit. 

The most serious problem with the fit is the “bump” at DC in the spectrum, because the 

“bump” was precisely the radiation within the light cone that we set out to minimize in 

the first place. Therefore, using the GA to fit to a sinc-envelope target function was 

largely unsuccessful.  
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3.4.5 Fitting with Sinc-squared Envelope 

 

From Figure 13 above, we note that the spectrum of the field (from the optimized 

structure) actually looks more like two triangles that are separated by some space. Recall 

from the convolution theorem of Fourier Transforms that the Fourier Transform of sinc-

squared function is exactly a triangle function. In light of this, I decided to try to apply 

the GA to fit to a target function with a sinc-squared envelope instead. A target function 

with a sinc-squared envelope would also exhibit the same desirable property as the sinc 

envelope, as the Fourier spectrum would also be zero at and near DC.   

 

The results of the optimization are shown in Figure 14 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 14: Results of GA fit of sinc-squared envelope target function. 

Left – Real-space simulated field (red) and target field (blue).  

Top Right – Spectrum of simulated field (red) and target field (blue).  

Bottom Right – Spectrum, zoomed in 

 

This time, using the sinc-squared envelope target function, we notice that in both real-

space and Fourier-space plots, the simulated fields appear much closer to the target fields, 

and the fit is much better. Furthermore, near DC, we notice that there is a clear dip in the 

Fourier spectrum this time, which shows much better suppression of radiation within the 

light cone. In this case, the GA has successfully optimized the structure to support a 

mode that has a sinc-squared envelope in real-space.   

 

 

3.4.6 Direct Light Cone Radiation Minimization Using the GA 

 

Having successfully demonstrated the utility of the GA for matching to target functions 

that have 1) a Gaussian envelope and 2) a sinc-squared envelope, and consequently 

suppressing the radiation emitted within the light cone, we could well conclude our 

experiment here. However, the previous simulation with the sinc-squared envelope has 

revealed a potential, and even more powerful application of the GA. 
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The previous simulation showed us that the shape of the spectrum outside of the light 

cone was immaterial, and in fact, imposing additional constraints caused our optimization 

to yield sub-optimal results. Both the sinc and the sinc-squared simulation aimed to 

reduce the radiation within the light cone, but because of the different fitting shapes 

outside of the light cone, the sinc and sinc-squared simulation yielded vastly different 

results. 

 

Our next paradigm, therefore, would be to optimize our objective directly, by setting as 

our objective the extent of radiation within the light cone. Using my simulation 

parameters, we calculated that the light cone ended at 3 points of the DFT. Hence, by 

setting the new objective function as: 

 

( )
1

3

1

2

0

−

=









= ∑

k

kDFTf  

 

in the GA, we can directly perform the minimization of radiation within the light cone. 

This exploits the very general nature of the GA, which has no restrictions on the objective 

function to be optimized. The results of the optimization are shown in Figure 15: 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Results of direct GA minimization of light cone radiation 

Left – Real-space simulated field.  

 Top Right – Spectrum of simulated field.   

Bottom Right – Spectrum, zoomed in 

 

Of the four (Gaussian, sinc, sinc-squared, and direct) GA optimizations, this direct 

method has the best results. We can clearly observe a suppressed region around DC in the 

simulated spectrum. Again, our intuition about the problem turned out to be correct. 

When we relax some of the constraints of our GA optimization without changing others, 

the solution should only increase in fitness. 
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4  Gradient Search Algorithm  
 

4.1  Introduction 
 

The Gradient Search Algorithm is an optimization algorithm, which belongs to the 

broader class of optimization algorithms known as Interior Point Methods [Boy1]. It is 

best suited for optimization of problems where the optimization objective and the feasible 

region are both continuous and convex. 

 

The Gradient Search Algorithm is intuitively easy to understand. Suppose, without loss of 

generality, that we are trying to maximize a given function with respect to some 

parameters, with some constraints. Assume further that we are given a starting (sub-

optimal) point within the feasible region of the parameter space. We then begin by 

finding the gradient vector at that given initial point. From elementary calculus, we know 

that the gradient vector determines the direction of greatest ascent. Therefore, by moving 

in the direction of the gradient vector, the value of our function is guaranteed to increase, 

at least locally. Thus, we move in that direction and choose a new point. We then 

continue to iterate this process until the gradient vector is very small (in magnitude), 

which will correspond to the maximum of the function that we desired.   

 

For a more systematic treatment of the Gradient Search Algorithm, we notice that in 

actuality, the cursory description of the Gradient Search Algorithm above can be broken 

down into three basic components: 

 

1) Seeding 

2) Gradient Calculation 

3) Line Search 

 

In the following section, I will discuss how I implemented each of these components in 

the optimization of the 1D DBR structure. 

 

4.2  Definition of Terms 
 

Parameter Space. In my implementation, I used the same parameter space as that of the 

Genetic Algorithm. Each point in parameter space represented the lengths of the 

successive stacks of the DBR in the structure to be optimized (see Section 3.2) for a 

definition of gene). 

 

Objective Function. Again, the objective function for optimization was identical to the 

fitness function for the Genetic Algorithm (see Section 3.2), thus, the objective function 

was:  

 

  

f0 =
N pts

Hgen (
r 
p ) −Hdes 2

 2
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4.3  Implementation 
 

Seeding. As the Gradient Search is an Interior-point method, we are required to find an 

initial point that is within the feasible region (i.e. in the interior of the feasible set). In 

general, this may be a very difficult problem, especially when we are working with high-

dimensional feasible regions with complex geometries. However, for the current 

optimization, finding the initial point is trivial, since the feasible set is simply a hyper-

rectangle in N-dimensional space. 

 

Gradient Calculation. At each point, we need to calculate the gradient of the objective 

function, represented by ∇f0, with respect to the parameter space. Since we do not have 

an analytic solution for 
  
Hgen (

r 
p ), we correspondingly do not have an analytic form for f0 

or for ∇f0. Therefore, we need to find an approximation to ∇f0 by using finite differences. 
I used a “centralized-difference”, which usually has a lower error: 

 

  

∇f0
(i) p1, p2K pN( )≈

f0
(i) p1K, pi + ∆p,K pN( )− f0

( i) p1K, pi −∆p,K pN( )
2∆p

 

  for  1≤ i ≤ N,  ∇f0 ∈ ℜN
 

 

Line Search. After finding the gradient vector at each point, more optimal points are 

found by moving along the direction of the gradient vector by certain amounts. A “Line 

Search” is used to find out the amount to move. I used an Exact Line Search in my 

implementation. The Exact Line Search is conceptually easy to understand: we move 

along the gradient vector, which should cause the objective f0 to locally increase, and 

keep track of f0, and end the Line Search when f0 first decreases. Such a scheme is very 

much a “brute-force” technique, because we have to re-calculate f0 many times along the 

line, which is made worse if the calculation of f0 is computationally expensive.  

 

 

4.4  Results 
 

4.4.1 2-Dimensional Gradient Search 

 

From the linear mapping of the parameter space (in 2 parameters), it was found that 

fitness as a function of parameters, only had a single global extremum (see Figure 7), 

which made it a suitable candidate for a gradient search. However, it is also evident that 

the fitness function is not convex, and could cause some non-optimality in the gradient 

search algorithm.  

 

For 2 Dimensions, however, the Gradient Search does indeed find the optimum point 

successfully. Figures 16 and 17 show the results of two different runs of the Gradient 

Search, which began from different points.  
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Figure 16: Gradient Search Algorithm. White markers are used to show the points 

traversed by the Gradient Search. Notice the zig-zagged pattern, which follows the 

direction of the greatest slope.   
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Figure 17 : Gradient Search Algorithm.  

Same as previous figure, but beginning from a different initial point.  

 

 

4.4.2  Problems with the Gradient Search 

 

As mentioned earlier, the Gradient Search Algorithm is best optimized for convex 

problems, and in our case, the problem is demonstrably non-convex. The results in the 

above figures show successful optimizations when the seed points are relatively close to 

the global optimum. However, when I tested the algorithm with seed points that were 

very far away from the optimum, the algorithm failed to converge.  

 

I believe that this is due to the shape of the fitness function, which asymptotically flattens 

out near the edges of the parameter boundaries (see Figure 7). This results in very small 

gradients far from the optimum point, which in turn give large errors in predicting the 

direction of greatest ascent, and also results in the premature termination of the 

algorithm.  

 

However, the fundamental weakness of the Gradient Search Algorithm is that it is 

primarily a local optimization algorithm. The 2-dimensional parameter space 

optimization featured only a single maximum within the parameter space, and so the 

Gradient Search could perform a successful optimization. However, in higher 

dimensional space, there is no guarantee of a single maximum. In my simulations of 

higher-dimensional problems, I found that the Gradient Search failed to converge on 

good results.  
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5  Conclusion and Future Work 
 

Photonic Crystal microcavities have, at present, been primarily designed with methods 

based on physical intuition. In my research project, I have investigated the problem of 

Photonic Crystal microcavity design using a different paradigm, by instead formulating 

this problem as an optimization problem with associated constraints.  

 

To implement the optimization, I investigated two different types of algorithms, a 

Genetic Algorithm, and a Gradient Search Algorithm. I found that for a low-dimensional 

(2D) optimization, both the Genetic Algorithm and the Gradient Search were able to 

reliably find the (pre-computed) optimal solutions.  

 

However, at higher dimensions, the Gradient Search failed to function reliably, and I 

believe that this is due to the non-convexity of the fitness landscape at higher dimensions. 

In contrast, the Genetic Algorithm, being a more general algorithm, is less affected by 

convexity issues, and even at higher dimensions, yielded satisfactory results.  

 

There is no guarantee that the Genetic Algorithm can find the global optimal design, 

since if we knew apriori what the global optimum was, then we would have already 

solved the problem. However, the Genetic Algorithm enables the prediction of highly-

unintuitive designs, which yield desirable solutions nonetheless.  

 

In conclusion, we have seen that the Genetic Algorithm is a robust global optimization 

algorithm, which can be used to as an effective tool to optimize the design of Photonic 

Crystal microcavities. While the Gradient Search Algorithm fails at higher dimensions, 

perhaps a hybrid algorithm that combines both these algorithms may prove to be still 

more efficient. One possible implementation of such a hybrid is to first allow the Genetic 

Algorithm to run, and when it has centered upon a relatively convex local region, switch 

to the Gradient Search to “climb the hill.” Furthermore, the parameters that were used for 

the Genetic Algorithm were chosen, almost at random, and it remains an open question as 

to what parameters would allow the fastest and most reliable convergence.  
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